Why did you choose to study and the fun between students
teachers.
I
mostly
at Andebølle? How did you and
hear about the school?
remember the summer part
when all of the students were
Me and my mother looked on sitting around the fireplace, had
the internet and searched with fun and listened to some music.
google the word "højskoler". I really really miss it
Then we looked at the results: sometimes!
we knew that I needed
something with Music and we Was your semester at
found Andebølle.
Andebølle important for your
life and for your cultural and
Did you feel yourself at home personal development? If yes,
in the school, with the other in which way?
students and with the
teachers?
Definitely. I have really leaned
much more about Music and
I didn't feel like I was home, Theatre and I have learned
but in a good way, because I much about taking care of
think it’s interesting and nice to myself and to take care of other
be away from home, and I people if they are sad or in a
really like when I have people bad mood. I also learned much
and friends around me all the about teamwork on the trips.
time… and also to have some So, yes, Andebølle was
other people like the teachers definitely a really good part of
instead of your parents to care my life.
about you and talk with you if
you have something you need What are you doing at the
to talk about.
moment and what are your
plans for the future?
What do you miss the most of
Andebølle and what do you I'm working in the supermarket
remember most about this "BILKA" and my plans are to
experience abroad?
do what it takes to get into
"Rhythmic
Music
I miss pretty much everything Conservatory" in Copenhagen.
about Andebølle: the feeling

